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New app Inquisition Earth! (Geography Map Quiz) helps players learn
Published on 07/23/13
Funky Circuit today introduces Inquisition Earth! (Geography Map Quiz) 1.0, its new
geography map quiz for iOS devices. Offering a game-like structure, friendly presentation
and unique art style, Inquisition Earth! features an interactive map campaign structure to
take over the world while answering multiple choice geography quiz questions - Risk meets
Quiz games. Players learn country locations, capitals, flags, populations, currencies and
official languages. May contain traces of cute aliens.
Derby, United Kingdom - Funky Circuit have announced the release of Inquisition Earth!
(Geography Map Quiz) on the App Store. In this covertly educational game the user is put
in charge of a good natured alien invasion - taking over the planet Earth one territory at
a time, conquering the original brown urban blight to reveal a beautiful green luscious
planet.
The game features an interactive map of the world with all territories, borders and
capital city locations. Only territories that neighbour already captured ones can be
"attacked". Each "attack" battle consists of three questions - name the country, its
capital city and point out the national flag. User's army for the battle depends on the
accuracy and speed of their answers. As the campaign progresses the user has to defend
their captured territories by fighting "defend" battles - these feature three additional
types of questions: population, currency & official language.
No typing is required. Multiple choice questions only. Answers are intelligently selected
by carefully crafted algorithms based on geographical and linguistic proximity to the
correct answer. No trick answers. No fake answers. The goal is for the user to learn while
having fun.
Features:
* 193 countries and more than 2000 geography facts
* Accurate question data, continually supported and updated as the world itself changes
* Stable, quick, easy and responsive to play. Perfect for a quick dip whenever
* Tests knowledge of countries, flags, capitals, currencies, populations, languages and
more
* Uses memory techniques such as repetition to aid recollection through daily play
* Feels less like a series of separate school tests, and more like a fun, global campaign
* No typing required - Choose from multiple choice answers, selected to challenge
* Non-random choices of answer - Options offered are intelligently chosen according to
factors such as linguistics, proximity, colour and design
* Players can compete for geography world domination with their Facebook friends
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod and iPad devices
* Requires iOS 5.1 or later
* 19.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Inquisition Earth! (Geography Map Quiz) 1.0 is available Free worldwide through the App
Store in the Games category. The game features in-app-purchases unlocking continents to
progress. A single IAP can unlock all continents.
Funky Circuit:
http://www.funkycircuit.com
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Inquisition Earth! (Geography Map Quiz) 1.0:
http://www.funkycircuit.com/inquisitionearth/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id654102606
You Tube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHcSb-8d3B4
Screenshot:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/026/Purple6/v4/d8/c7/33/d8c733ba-521d-296a-2eee-26f3b32da
675/mzl.pshyflpe.480x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/011/Purple/v4/d2/d6/c5/d2d6c55c-57b4-ba61-9cba-6aafad382a
7c/mzl.cxliakay.175x175-75.jpg

Funky Circuit is a Derby, UK based company that works with veteran developers to bring
innovative and unique games that make a difference. Their previous release Carcophony can
be found on the App Store. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 Funky Circuit. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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